CITY ENTRANCE AND VILLAGE SIGNS

General

A. Two types of signs are approved for various interior and exterior entrances to the City.

B. One sign shall be known as the City entrance sign as depicted by the attached diagram. This sign shall be used at locations of exterior entrance to the City, i.e., entering the City from another jurisdiction.

C. A second sign, the village sign, also depicted by the attachment, shall be used to identify various interior entrances to specific areas of the City such as Corona del Mar, etc.

Cost Sharing of Sign Manufacture

A. A community or business association may request by letter to the City Manager a sign or signs be manufactured and installed to identify a specific area. This letter should include the number and type of signs requested as well as the recommended sign locations or other incidental information.

B. The association requesting said sign shall be responsible for one-half (1/2) the cost of manufacturing the sign. The City shall be responsible for the remaining one-half (1/2) of the cost and shall approve any design changes, purchase requisition, manufacturing mode, etc., associated with sign manufacture. The letter of request should also acknowledge the cost sharing provision.

Installation

A. The Council shall approve all locations for entrance or village signs.

B. The City shall be responsible for the installation and maintenance of signs.

C. The City Traffic Engineer shall be responsible for acquiring sign installation permits from County or State agencies when necessary.

[Attachment]
History
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(2018, 08/14) – L-14 - Amended